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2017



THE HUNTING GENIUS

After participating in the online “finding lost dog plan”, Lin

Yuan-Su gets to know four talented people. Soon, they found

a non-profit organization for the sake of finding those who

are missing as an interest. Gradually, their friendship is getting

closer and the meaning of looking for “the missing” seems to

appear. A strong emotion is calling Yuan-Su: Where is his

missing father? Can they find Yuan-Su’s father out?

LI ZE-LU

ZHANG YU-XIN, YU HAI-YAN

HU YUN-HAO, KENNY BEE, HE HUA

SUSPENSE 

COMEDY

2017

45 MINS x 36 EPS.

*New Media Rights only

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCERS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3mFlkSPS2ic
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3mFlkSPS2ic


GHOST BLOWS OUT THE LIGHT
-FINDING HUBAYI 1-2

Two decades ago, grave robber Hu Bayi and his wife broke

into an ancient warlord's tomb in search of a moonstone that

would save their son Hu Tian. Only Hu Bayi escaped from that

tomb. When he returned to find his wife, he was never heard

from again. 20 years later, a mysterious young lady brings

news of Hu Bayi to his son Hu Tian. The young man and his

friends set out for the tomb to search for his lost parents. On

his journey, Hu Tian gradually uncovers the secrets of the

ancient warlord.

ZHAO XIAO-XI, ZHAO XIAO-OU

ADVENTURE 

COMEDY

DAI YING, XIAO FEI

DARREN WANG, GINA JIN

2017

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

CAST

DIRECTORS

PRODUCERS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FPW0A0WycUs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FPW0A0WycUs


TIENTSIN MYSTIC

Strange things keep happening in Tientsin since a mysterious

sculpture and an unidentified body were recovered from Hai

River. Guo Deyou, a resident of this once-peaceful harbor city

traces everything back to a secret organization called the Mo

Gu Dao. It's all up to Guo Deyou and his companions to

expose the evil organization and save their city...

TIAN LI

LI LI-YING

LI XIAN, ZHANG MING-EN, CICI WANG 

SUSPENSE

FANTASY 

2017

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=egtvJ8Gs3dg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=egtvJ8Gs3dg


BURNING ICE

Guo Yu lives an ordinary life as a white collar worker in the

city, he tries to protect the girl he loves, but then becomes

implicated in a murder case. Luo Wen is a successful legal

examiner and a contented family man whose wife and kids

vanish without a trace one night. For 10 years he searches

bitterly for his family, but in the end resorts to murder to get

answers. Yan Liang, an obstinate but clever policeman,

reopens a cold case after a fresh murder. Through his

meticulous investigating, the facts about the unsolved case

slowly start to emerge. In a life-and-death battle of wits. Who

will come out on top?

LV XING

HAN SAN-PING

QIN HAO, DENG JIA-JIA

SUSPENSE

CRIME 

2017

45 MINS x 12 EPS.

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3l1FJXriONo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3l1FJXriONo


TOP

After seriously wounded in a street brawl, Hua Yilong takes

his corneal transplant surgery and magically acquires the x-

ray eyes. And at college, he gets to know a group of wired

curve wrecker. While standing against the stern tutor, they

start to know the sacred responsibilities of being a doctor.

Finally, Hua Yilong shoulders the arduous task of saving his

tutor’s life with the super power.

LI XIN-YUN

WEI DA-XUN, SHEN TENG

DAI YING

Season 1

Season 2

YOUTH

COMEDY 

2017

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzMa29d4YbE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzMa29d4YbE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltFL2f3sWoU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltFL2f3sWoU


MY HUCKLEBERRY FRIENDS

Zhouzhou meets Lin Yang on her first day of elementary

school. Lin helps Zhouzhou adapt to school life and keeps her

company. But when a nasty rumor spreads throughout the

school, it tears the two apart. Fast-forward to high school

where Zhouzhou and Lin Yang meet again. This time, Lin

Yang's zest for life inspires Zhouzhou to look on the bright

side, helping her overcome the pressures of school and

anxiety surrounding her sick grandma. To her surprise,

Zhouzhou finds herself falling for Lin Yang...

SHA MO

YOUTH

ROMANCE

LI LAN-DI, ZHANG XIN-CHENG

DAI YING, ZHU ZHEN-HUA

45 MINS x 30 EPS.

2017

The producer Zhu Zhen-Hua’s representative works 

include: WITH YOU and BACK IN TIME .

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCERS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8dlCih-TTvU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8dlCih-TTvU


FACE OFF

Ever since she was young, the candid cosmetics salesperson

Chen Zhen fancied herself a bit of a maverick. At a fashion

show, she meets the special effects makeup legend, Wang Yi,

and gets a chance at her dream job. Meanwhile, Wang Yi has

been searching fruitlessly for his biological mother and is

losing his will to work. He finds himself begrudgingly drawn

into competition with his hateful half-brother, Wang Xiao. As

Chen Zhen makes strides in her new career, sparks fly

between her and Wang Yi, but it seems that the odds are

stacked against them...

PAN JING-CHENG

ZHANG DAN-FENG, TAN SONG-YUN

CHEN SI-JIE, GUO LI-JUN

ROMANCE

COMEDY

45 MINS x 42 EPS.

2017

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCERS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v2wyqK5XfIs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v2wyqK5XfIs


2018



THE LOST SWORDSHIP

In an age of darkness, the world was at the mercy of five

shadowy sects. Lu Nanren, Master of the Heavenly War sect,

faced betrayal from his wife Xue Ruobi and nearly lost his life.

Luckily, he was saved by the mysterious Master Li, who

trained him to serve the good as the right hand of light sect

master. One day, Xue Ruobi discovers the whereabouts of Lu

Nanren, and extends her claws towards him in an attempt to

destroy Juxian Villa in one fell swoop. Lu Nanren attempts to

stay out of the affair, but his friendship and debt to Sun Min

and Master Li force him to intervene and prevent a bloody

massacre.

HU MING-KAI

REN YAN-KAI, WU YOU

LI LI-YING, CHEN CHUN-XIA

MARITAL ARTS

COSTUME

45 MINS x 36 EPS.

2018

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCERS

*New Media Rights only

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6H_7Ep1W3K8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6H_7Ep1W3K8


MEET ME AT 1006

Former top criminal defense lawyer Ke Zhenyu is accused by

the prosecutor of fabricating evidence. Fallen from grace and

now living in a run-down apartment block, Ke is perplexed

when a mysterious woman starts to appear in his apartment

every night at 10:06 pm. Ke later discovers that the woman

Cheng Jiale was the tenant of his apartment four months ago.

For reasons unbeknownst to him, his apartment in the

present merges with Cheng’s from four months in the past

each night. At rock bottom, Ke hopes that Cheng can be of

some use to him in turning his life around...

CHEN RONG-HUI

LEGO LEE, NIKKI HSIEH, KEN HSIEH

LIAO JIAN-XING

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

SUSPENSE

ROMANCE

45 MINS x 26 EPS.

2018

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cZXCJNtqohc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cZXCJNtqohc


YOUTH

When Xu Yongxin runs into her old high school classmate,

Zheng Dawei, it stirs up bittersweet memories from their

school days. Yongxin remembers a time when she was just a

bookish student who kept herself to herself, until a chance

encounter introduced her to Gao Yuxuan, Zheng Dawen and

Zheng Dawei. The four once-inseparable friends changed and

grew apart as time went on...

LAI MENG-JIE

LI MO-ZHI, LIAN CHEN-XIANG

DAI YING, YAO FENG-QUN

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCERS

YOUTH

ROMANCE

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

2018

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZDJzGRDQpLw&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZDJzGRDQpLw&feature=youtu.be


SUMMER'S DESIRE

When Luo Xi steps in to save the talented Xia Mo from a

performance-threatening mishap at a major singing contest,

he reverses a longstanding distrust they've shared since

meeting in the same foster home as teen orphans. Luo Xi falls

in love with Xia Mo and prompts Ou Chen, Xia Mo's suitor to

dispatch her abroad on studies. Five years later, the now

famous Luo Xi meets Xia Mo again, just at the moment an

accident causes Ou Chen to lose his memory. As love and

hate entangle with confusion, how will this love triangle

unfold?

YU ZHONG-ZHONG

QIN JUN-JIE, ZHANG XUE-YING

LI LI-YING

ROMANCE

45 MINS x 36 EPS.

2018

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Cp65mZpjNc&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Cp65mZpjNc&feature=youtu.be


BASKETBALL FEVER

In order to fulfill his best friend's last wish, gifted basketball

player Chu Xiao decides to give up an offer from NBA but

joins Huatian, a team where his best friend used to play. With

help from his new team captain Yunyang learns the true

meaning of teamwork and leadership. He learns to trust his

teammates, improves his basketball skills, and comes to gain

a deeper understanding of life. On the journey of love, self-

discovery, and friendship, Chu Xiao makes his way to

Nationals.

CHENG ZHI-CHAO

TONG MENG-SHI, XING FEI

LI LI-YING. LIU HONG-XIA

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCERS

YOUTH

45 MINS x 36 EPS.

2018

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MC2MVzSJ18Q&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MC2MVzSJ18Q&feature=youtu.be


MY CLASSMATE FROM FAR FAR AWAY

Xuan Mo is just an ordinary high school girl until one day her

body is taken over by an alien. Her newfound powers amaze

her classmates, friends, and family, but she has no idea how

to behave like a real human. However, when things finally

start to settle into place, someone discovers her secret...

SI WEI-WEI

LI GENG-XI, ZHU ZHI-LING

XU JING-LEI

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

FANTASY

COMEDY

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

2018

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ITdC1dcX5Mg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ITdC1dcX5Mg


BEFRIEND

Ever since his childhood growing up in an orphanage, there

has always been something about Zhang Liang that makes

almost anyone willing to open up to him. One day, he came

across a nameless bookstore where he began making a living

by resolving other people’s relationship conflicts. At this

bookstore he falls in love, is reunited with his best friend and,

in the course of resolving other people’s problems, even finds

his long-lost mother. As love, friendship, and kinship converge

and begin to collide in his life, he must now figure out how to

resolve the emergent relationship issues in his own life.

WU JIAN-XIN

KUO SHU-YAO The Teenage Psychic (2017)

TSAO YU-NINH, PO-CHIEH WANG

LIAO JIAN-XING

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

ROMANCE

COMEDY

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

2018

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIIGJBtagAw&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIIGJBtagAw&t=3s


PATRIOT

On the eve of the Mukden Incident, underground operative

Song Yanqiao received a mysterious directive from the

Central Special Operations Section. However, from the very

start of his mission, Song was faced with betrayal, the loss of a

friend, and dropped out of communication with his superiors.

In order to get to the bottom of things, Song Yanqiao devises

a plan to get himself imprisoned, search out the traitors, and

rebuild the underground operations in Shenyang. Patriot

follows Song’s journey through betrayal, brotherhood, and his

fierce fight to the end as resistance efforts in Northeast China.

GONG ZHAO-HUI

ZHANG LU-YI, TONG LI-YA

DONG JUN

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

DRAMA

45 MINS x 50 EPS.

2018



MY DEAR ANCESTOR

During the Han Dynasty, Zhen Jun is driven off a cliff in a

struggle for leadership of his family. Saved from plummeting

to his death by a being from outer space, Zhen Jun is placed in

a healing, deep sleep. In the year 2020, Zhen Jun wakes to

find his prolonged sleep has granted him super human

abilities. A time travel adventure now begins…

MAO XIAO-RUI

CHEN ZHE-YUAN, DONG QING

DAI YING, TANG YING

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCERS

ROMANCE

COMEDY

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

2018

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=miUBcJhSTrI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=miUBcJhSTrI


THE MASK

Li Chunqiu is a Kuomintang sleeper agent who has been

hidden in plain sight within the ranks of the Harbin Police

Force for the last 10 years. Now, he is contacted by

Kuomintang leadership for a covert mission “Project Black

Tiger” and forced to forget about his double identity. Should

he sacrifice the quiet life with his wife and child that he has

built or should he betray his sworn duty from years past?

LOU JIAN

ZU FENG, HOU YONG

ZHANG HAI-DONG

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

DRAMA

45 MINS x 36 EPS.

2018

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=URsPKHu_fuI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=URsPKHu_fuI


ONE AND ANOTHER HIM

When 17-year-old Lin Xia gave her heart to her math teacher,

she found only heartbreak. In her whirlwind journey into

adulthood, she learned to let go of an impossible love and say

goodbye to the friends of her past. Yet she bears the

memories of heartbreak, and finds herself unable to love

again, until she meets the intellectual Zheng Xiujie, another

handsome, talented math teacher. Can lightning really strike

twice, or is there a deeper mystery? Lin Xia finds herself

entranced by his genius and charms, and drawn deeper and

deeper into a new yet familiar romance.

HAN CHENG-HENG

ZHANG ZI-FENG, XIONG ZI-QICAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER DAI YING

YOUTH

ROMANCE

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

2018

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sUxPSw4St64&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sUxPSw4St64&feature=youtu.be


MY ASSASSINATOR GIRLFRIEND

The romantic young king loves adventure and has a keen

curiosity about everything except ruling. One night, an

attempt on his life by beautiful female assassin Qiao Xinyu

plunges the king, his manservant Tian Xiaoli, and herself over

the side of a cliff...into the future. With his trusty servant Tian

Xiaoli by his side, the young king must figure out how to

survive in the modern world, outfox the assassin Qiao Xinyu,

and learn the ways of love and revenge in a journey out of

time.

LI YUN-ZHEN

CAI ZHI-CHEN, CHEN HAO-LAN

ZHAO YING-TING

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

ROMANCE

COMDEY

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

2018

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JV7DTu4YDZM&t=10s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JV7DTu4YDZM&t=10s


THE CITY OF CHAOS

As international drug trafficking rings grow more daring and

powerful every day, China sets up a joint task force to halt the

flow of narcotics. When Chinese cop Luo Jia's partner is lost in

international drug operations, Luo volunteers to infiltrate the

Seven Star society in Lankupa City as a spy. After entering the

criminal underworld, Luo forms an unlikely alliance with a

prison guard who is searching for his lost brother. Working

together to piece together threads of evidence, the pair begin

retracing the steps back to the true puppet master behind the

scenes.

LIN SHU-QIAO

LI GUANG-JIE, YUAN WEN-KANG

LIN KE

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

SUSPENSE

ACTION

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

2018

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BSrxY-yIeQA&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BSrxY-yIeQA&feature=youtu.be


TANG DYNASTY TOUR

When tech nerd Yun Ye’s girlfriend passes away, he no longer

cares about what lies ahead for him. One night, he falls asleep

and wakes amid the opulent brickwork of an ancient Tang

Dynasty palace. Yun soon meets his lost love’s identical

resemblance in the troubled Li Anlan, a Tang princess

disowned for being born out of wedlock. Spurred to life by

survival and his desire to stay at Li’s side, he embarks on a

series of adventures ranging from hysterical to heart

wrenching.

ZHU DONG-NING

ZHANG JIA-NING, WANG TIAN-CHEN, ANITA YUEN, KEN CHANG

GORDON CHAN

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

COSTUME

ROMANCE

45 MINS x 36 EPS.

2018

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tnmhh8Y3uAk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tnmhh8Y3uAk


MY GODDESS

The ex-girlfriend of Yan Dongming broke her contract and

disappeared with her hefty signing bonus. Dongming is

determined to track her all the way to her distant hometown

in order to retrieve the huge sum. When he turns up in the

village, he accidently breaks a villager's leg and is forced to

work in the fields for two months as compensation. While

attempting to escape from village life, Dongming is caught

and survives only thanks to the help of a local woman, Liyun.

Feeling indebted to Liyun, Dongming decides to help her take

care of the land, and before long ends up falling in love with

both Liyun and the village.

LIAO SHI-HAN

JASPER LIU, ANNIE CHEN

LIAO JIAN-XING

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

ROMANCE

COMEDY

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

2018

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xD5aC_CdrqM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xD5aC_CdrqM


THE LEGEND OF JASMINE

Su Mo’er encounters Dorgon at a horse race where they become close. In a

sudden disturbance Su Mo’er loses her family and homeland. To gain the

protection of the Great Jin, the Khorchin Mongols arrange a marriage alliance

between the Princess and Huang Taiji. Su Mo’er goes with the Princess as a

handmaiden. After meeting Dorgon again, she conceals her feelings for him

because he is a man well above her status. Instigated by people with ulterior

motives, a quarrel arises between Huang Taiji and Dorgon and civil unrest

threatens to break out. Before Dorgon is about to make a terrible decision,

fate forces Su Mo’er to his side. They experience much together and finally,

Dorgon is moved by her simple emotions.

BAI SHAN

YAN YI-KUAN, DU RUO-XI

COSTUME

ROMANCE

45 MINS x 40 EPS.

2018

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER GUO JING-YU



DRAMAHOLIC

Jia, Yi, Bing, and Ding are skilled opera roles from the 2D

world of Yanhuangjun. They are inseparable and invincible,

until one day when something strange happens on the

birthday of Mr. Tu, the leader of Yanhuangjun. Mr. Tu informs

Jia, Yi, and Ding that Bing accidentally took a banned

substance which sent him into the 3D world, Renjiandao.

They must go there and bring back Bing before the

substance’s effects wear off and he’s unable to return, which

would lead to a catastrophe in Yanhuangjun. They go to

Renjiandao and meet a musician, Shi San, who becomes their

guide. A hilarious and thrilling adventure unfolds.

ZOU SI-WEI

CHEN XIN-ZHE, ZHANG BEN-YU

FANTASY

COMEDY

45 MINS x 12 EPS.

2018

CAST

DIRECTOR



ORIGINAL SIN

Chi Zhen uses his wits and courage to outsmart the rich and

power, making him a thorn in the side of the police force and

earning him notoriety in other circles. Meanwhile, model

student Lu Li graduates from police academy at the top of his

class and commences his dream career in the police force.

After cracking a series of tough cases, he is promoted to chief

of police within just a few years. Four years on, Chi Zhen and

Lu Li’s paths fatefully cross. Though polar opposites to begin

with, the ex-convict and chief of police put their differences

behind them and come to trust and rely on each other.

RAYMOND YIP The Warlords (2007)

ZHAI TIAN-LIN, YIN ZHENG

HAN SAN-PING The Founding of a Republic (2009)

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

SUSPENSE

CRIME

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

2018

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0cSHvZ2C30Y&t=11s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0cSHvZ2C30Y&t=11s


2019



SOMEWHERE ONLY WE KNOW

Xue Tong, a junior in the English Department, tries to cheat in

an exam and is caught by the young teacher Mu Chenghe.

From then on, they two have been tightly bound to each

other. After a lot of interactions between them, Mu Chenghe

and Xue Tong have developed a dubious relationship from

hating each other. Since then, Xue has been slowly

developing her secret crush.

LIU CHANG

ZHANG CHAO, LI TING-TING

DAI YING, ZHU ZHEN-HUA

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCERS

YOUTH

ROMANCE

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y09m6EK-Byw&t=46s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y09m6EK-Byw&t=46s


THE GOLDEN EYES

Zhuang Rui’s everyday troubles trying to make a life in Beijing

take a supernatural twist after he encounters a robbery and

gains x-ray vision. As if past a veil, he suddenly sees before his

eyes a world where incredible beauty and hellish nightmares

reveal themselves. Through encounters ranging from danger

and escape to love, hate, and betrayal, Zhuang discovers a

new meaning to life and human relationships that transcends

the secrets revealed by his visions.

LIN NAN

LAY ZHANG, CICI WANG Tientsin Mystic (2017)

LI LI-YING, BAI YI-CONG

Trailer-1

Trailer-2

ADVENTURE

ACTION

45 MINS x 56 EPS.

2019

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCERS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ANHkW7TTix8&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ANHkW7TTix8&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1rIXVF_W2LQ&t=18s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1rIXVF_W2LQ&t=18s


DESTINY’S LOVE

Chi Yu, a spirit collecting fate’s due, comes and goes from the

human incarnation he’s donned to carry out his tasks. One

day, a traffic accident brings him into terrestrial beauty Wen

Suxi’s world. As their love-struck relationship deepens, Chi

learns through otherworldly channels that Wen won’t be long

for the world. Forced to choose between delivering fate and

taking it into his own hands, Chi discovers that his connection

with Wen links them across lives and millennia.

LIN HONG-JIE, TAO SHENG 

XU LU, ZHANG MING-EN

CHEN ZHI-XI Detective Chinatown (2015)

CAST

DIRECTORS

PRODUCER

ROMANCE

FANTASY

45 MINS x 36 EPS.

2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LcEJDxbGr70
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LcEJDxbGr70


THE LEGEND OF WHITE SNAKE

The white snake spirit, Bai Suzhen, takes the sweet dew of

goodness and purity from Guanyin’s jade bottle and activates

her vital energy. Practicing magical arts on Mount Emei, she

becomes immortal. After transforming into human form, and

with further instructions from Guanyin, she enters the mortal

world to experience human society. She then meets and falls

for Xu Xian, composing a love story that touches millions.

ZHI LEI

ALAN YU, JU JING-YI (SNH48)

DAI YING, ZHU KAI

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCERS

COSTUME

ROMANCE

45 MINS x 36 EPS.

2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hF5WJaZIUiw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hF5WJaZIUiw


BREAKING DAWN

The lives of retired special operations elite Guo Yang and

undercover narcotics agent Zhang Chen cross paths when

Guo is framed for drug possession, unwittingly throwing

Zhang’s case into chaos. With Guo’s special ops expertise and

Zhang’s determination and resilience, the two manage to

infiltrate the trafficking ring and make secret contact with the

Kingpin in Thailand and eventually dissolve his trafficking

network for good. Both men then quietly leave Thailand,

seeking neither fame nor fortune, but justice and the right to

a quiet life.

SU HAO-QI

YANG DONG-QING, CAI ZHI-CHEN

XU BEN-BEN, CHEN YI-LING, WANG YI-XU

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCERS

SUSPENSE

CRIME

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M0x6QdqBNl4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M0x6QdqBNl4


DÉJÀ VU

On the wedding anniversary, Jumi makes a last-minute decision

to take his wife, Qiqi, to the burger restaurant they frequented

while dating. They arrive to find their once-favorite restaurant

in ruins. Qiqi is disappointed in Jumi and his carelessness is

taking a toll on their marriage. Jumi volunteers to run errands

for Qiqi to make it up to her but when he returns, he finds

everything has changed as if he's in an alternative reality. Qiqi is

dating and living with Jumi’s best friend who even asks Jumi to

help plan his proposal to Qiqi. Jumi eventually finds the secret

to restoring his reality, but he must decide whether to keep

Qiqi in his life or let her find her happiness.

LIN ZI-PING 

ALICE KO, BRYAN CHANG

LIAO JIAN-XING

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

ROMANCE

SCI-FI

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A9U3J-fzT1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A9U3J-fzT1s


ANTI-TERRORISM SPECIAL FORCES
-THE WOLVES

Qin Xiaoyang is an unrelenting and talented VR combat

master and digital genius. He, as an expert of the special force,

and Tang Shi, who joins the mercenaries, are life and death

brothers, and both love Jiang Mei, the "little princess" with a

mysterious background in the army. They three form an

entangled love triangle and get caught in terrorists’ retaliation

by accident. The secret key of the "Deep Web" falls into the

hands of Qin and Tang which makes them the targets of a

terrorist gang. Their fate has changed since then. The mystery

of Jiang Mei's background will also be unveiled.

YOU XIAO-GANG

YANG XU-WEN, DAI SI, WEI CHEN

LI LI-YING

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

DRAMA

MILITARY

45 MINS x 48 EPS.

2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BtDJb_dRpTg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BtDJb_dRpTg


THE THUNDER

Narcotics Agent Li Fei, strives to tear down a huge drug

dealing network despite serious threats to his life, seeing

through layers of setups while clearing obstacles for the

execution of a narcotics operation called “Thunder”.

Meanwhile, Li’s father has been working undercover for

three years in a Hong Kong consortium to secure evidence of

dealing by an overseas transnational drug cartel. For

“Thunder” to go off as planned, though, he must stay on in

the game at his peril.

FU DONG-YU, LIU ZHANG-MU

HUANG JING-YU, WU GANG

LIN KE

CAST

DIRECTORS

PRODUCER

SUSPENSE

CRIME

45 MINS x 48 EPS.

2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oS3sZyB0fVg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oS3sZyB0fVg


THE L.O.R.D

Xuancang state is protected by soul power. Qi Ling, a

bartender, stumbles into this world and becomes the disciple

of a powerful soul master—Yin Chen. Qi Ling wants to escape

from Yin Chen, but he finds himself drawn ever deeper into

this world with many concealed dangers and secrets. Signs

show that the original demon has been resurrected and it’s

somehow connected to Xuancang's royal family. Qi Ling also

discovers that his friend, Yang Ze, has a secret past. As they

delve deeper into it, Qi Ling and his fellow disciples are

gradually drawn into the original demon's conspiracy.

COSTUME

FANTASY

45 MINS x 48 EPS.

2019

JOSEPH CHENG，ZHANG MING-EN

LI LI-YING, BAI YI-CONG

CAST

DIRECTORS

PRODUCERS

JONES MA, ZOU XI

**Internet and OTT rights only



BUREAU OF TRANSFORMER

Hao Yun, a vet at a private clinic, leads a mundane life until he

accidentally discovers the world is inhabited by monsters.

Worried about the secret of their existence leaking, monsters

capture Hao Yun and attempt to erase his memories. When

their attempts fail, Hao Yun is forced to join Monsters Bureau,

where he solves cases involving monsters with the help of his

new partner, Wu Aiai. As Hao Yun dives deeper into this new

world, he learns that even monsters must deal with the

mundane struggles of everyday life and the entanglements

created by human emotion.

JIN ZHE-YONG Lost in London (2013) 

CHEN HE, WANG ZI-WEN

CHANG SONG, MAONI

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCERS

COMEDY

SCI-FI

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RAIAt721CqI&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RAIAt721CqI&feature=youtu.be


CHASING LOVE

Yan Xiaoxi is a gifted table tennis player, taught by her foster

father who was a master in the sport. When she transfers to

Tengyuan College, it is only a matter of time before her talent

is discovered by Qi Jinghao, who implores Yan to join the

Tengyuan Ping Pong club. He knows that the club will benefit

from Yan’s skill and they may get the chance to take on the

National Academy Cup championship.

SU HAO-QI

FAN SHI-QI, BU GUAN-JIN

SHEN YI

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

YOUTH

ROMANCE

45 MINS x 36 EPS.

2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tebhv1vPpoI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tebhv1vPpoI


DETECTIVE KE CHEN

In the 1920s, as warlords jockey for power, veteran

interrogator Ke Chen devotes his talents to upholding justice

for the ordinary people of Tianjin and protecting the city’s

vulnerable. Over the course of several investigations, he

manages to identify a key witness with evidence that could

help resolve a case gone cold: the mysterious bombing that

killed his parents. Unfortunately, these new revelations all

seem to implicate people in his midst, leaving only the closest

friends and colleagues to trust as he seeks justice for his

parents.

HUANG ZHI-ZHONG

HUANG ZHI-ZHONG, LI QIAN

SHEN YI

SUSPENSE

DRAMA

45 MINS x 51 EPS.

2019

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER



HERO DOG 3

Labrador retriever Little Seven is chosen to become part of a

private search and rescue team, working to establish himself

as a reliable companion and member of the canine elite.

Throughout his training he makes friends of enemies as he

clears arduous trials to earn his credentials as a rescue dog.

On the job at last, he and the team prove their bravery and

skill in one challenge after another, gradually developing

strong connections with their trainers. When Little Seven

escapes disaster, though, he’ll need the help of an

unexpected companion to overcome his damaged senses and

carry the day.

YUAN XIAO-MAN

JIANG CHAO, CECILIA BOEY

HE JING

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

DRAMA

45 MINS x 43 EPS.

2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tohloweVjrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tohloweVjrU


MY WANDERING BROTHER

The demon cult is bearing down on the Hao Ran alliance.

Suddenly, the leader of the demon cult dies, leaving the

wicked Ji Chuan to take his place. Ji is famous for his desire to

kill, but instead seems to take an unusual interest in making

friends with the top swordsman in Wulin – the Hao Ran

alliance’s heroic Zhao Qingfeng. Despite Zhao’s formidable

martial arts powers, the Hao Ran alliance struggles to gather

the forces needed to stand up to the dark cult’s forces.

Trusting his wits, Zhao commits to the dangerous course of

feigning a reciprocal good will toward Ji.

LI YAN-QIAN

ZHOU YAN-CHEN, LUO MING-JIE

LI ZHI

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

COSTUME

COMEDY

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3TYQZAk8rVE&t=9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3TYQZAk8rVE&t=9s


ANOTHER ME

An Sheng helps her friend Qi Yue pursue her affection for Jia

Ming, but as things develop Jia gradually becomes more

attracted to An. To spare her friendship with Qi, An takes off

to wander the world and beginning a string of odd jobs that

take her from place to place. Back home, Qi and Jia move on

to separate colleges, seeing less of each other. Still, Qi is

startled to discover Jia’s ongoing relationship with An when

she graduates, dashing her hopes she and Jia could be

married. As matters go from bad to worse, Qi will endure

hardships that reveal a new meaning for friendship.

CUI LIANG

SHEN YUE, CHEN DU-LING

YANG BEI, MIAO MENG, BAI YU

**Internet and OTT rights only

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCERS

YOUTH

ROMANCE

45 MINS x 53 EPS.

2019 Q3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KY12CwDQPQM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KY12CwDQPQM


LAST ONE STANDING

To investigate the truth of his wife’s accidental death, Luo Ran

boards a train to City C with his friend Ning Yu in search of a

suspicious girl named Jiang Xue. When the train suddenly

runs off the rails, they and the remaining survivors find

themselves in a city of ruins without a single inhabitant, losing

all contact with the outside world. Crises abound in the

strange city, and supplies dwindle. As survivors die or go

missing one after another, a cruel game of survival starts.

ZHAO TIAN-YU

DU CHUN, LIU YI-JUN

DAI YING, LI YA-PING

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCERS

ADVENTURE

SUSPENSE

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

2019 Q3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XsPchinp3cA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XsPchinp3cA


ARSENAL MILITARY ACADEMY

Xie Xiang disguises herself as a man in order to attend military

school, where she and her classmates become embroiled in a

series of tale-worthy events. After an academic career that

wins her classmates’ and instructors’ respect, Xie sets out for

China’s northeast to battle with Japanese forces that have

rallied under a newly returned Chamber of Commerce

president. As conspiracies and traps mount against her side,

Xie will have to prove her valor in battle at last.

HUI KAI-DONG

BAI LU, XU KAI

YU ZHENG Story of Yanxi Palace (2018)

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

PERIOD

YOUTH

45 MINS x 48 EPS.

2019 Q3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aDlS53GARYk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aDlS53GARYk


NEVER SAY NEVER

Luo Fei is an outstanding undercover agent who always

helped and encouraged her childhood sweetheart, Yuwen

Chengdu, after he lost both his parents as a child. When Luo

Fei is killed in the line of duty, Yuwen gets a code that only he

can understand, and accepts a mission from the anti-narcotics

squad. With precise planning, Yuwen starts to embed himself

into the largest local drug cartel, and gradually gains the favor

of its leader, Gu Tao. Yuwen and his target, Gu Tao, as well as

Qi Xia, undergo many dangers before they get to the core of

the cartel.

SONG KAI

45 MINS x 42 EPS.

CRIME

SUSPENSE

QIN JUN-JIE, SUN YI

DIRECTOR

CAST

2019 Q3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDPxNryzMJ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDPxNryzMJ0


MY MOWGLI BOY

With only his conservationist grandfather to provide for him,

Mowgli grew up in the forest among animals, becoming half

wild himself. When independent entrepreneur Ling Xi

accidentally brings Mowgli back to the city after a forest

excursion, her first thought is to send him straight back. Life

has other plans though, and soon the two are living under

one roof, testing the limits of her urban existence. As she

struggles to help Mowgli fit into the modern world, though,

Ling Xi discovers she too has a lot to learn from the wildling in

her midst.

PENG XUE-JUN

MA TIAN-YU, YANG ZICAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCERS

ROMANCE

45 MINS x 50 EPS.

2019 Q3

YANG BEI, NIU JI-XIN

https://youtu.be/TRsypgNfZ_M
https://youtu.be/TRsypgNfZ_M


NO WAY FOR STUMER

“Super-counterfeit notes” are found in Lishan City. Wei and

Xiangbei of the vice squad solve the case and arrest important

members of the counterfeiting ring. When they make the

arrests, Tang Song happens to be on site, who then secretly

maps out a counterfeit plan to make more money. The police

finally bust the counterfeiting ring's secret hideout. The ring’s

leader is forced to flee overseas. Then suddenly an even bigger

case appears. The police set up a special group to search for

the trace of criminals. However, among them, some die before

they are arrested, while others disappear without any trace.

GAO XIANG

WU YOU, LI ZHUO-YANGCAST

DIRECTORS

PRODUCERS

SUSPENSE

CRIME

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

2019 Q3

YANG BEI, XU ZHEN

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LRdLfKqXbCk&t=31s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LRdLfKqXbCk&t=31s


WAITING FOR YOU IN THE FUTURE

33-year-old Hao Huigui is a university professor living what

appears to be the perfect life. One day he glances at a “Youth

Questionnaire” in a magazine called “The Chaos of Youth”,

and is transported back in time to 1996 when he was

seventeen. Instead of assuming the body of his 17-year-old

former self however, Huigui finds himself reliving his past

through the eyes of his old teacher. What will Huigui learn

about himself, life, and regret, as he lives his formative years

from an outside perspective?

XUE LING

LI GUANG-JIE, FEI QI-MING

DAI YING

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

YOUTH

COMEDY

45 MINS x 36 EPS.

2019 Q3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=biJZ-n97jas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=biJZ-n97jas


TEN YEARS LATE

As a highly paid headhunter with a prestigious post abroad,

Jin Ran enjoys a reputation that can make people tremble

with respect. Still, he decides to abandon it all and return

home, taking a job as COO of the Feitu Travel Agency. There,

a chance meeting with his first love Yuan Lai suddenly

rekindles his interest in her. From their naïve days together in

school to the tough realities of professional life, Yuan and Jin

have always had their share of hardships together and in their

own careers, as proves to be true once again when Jin sets

out to reclaim lost love.

CHUNG SHU KAI

DOU XIAO, GULNAZARCAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

ROMANCE

45 MINS x 39 EPS.

2019 Q3

YANG SHAN-SHAN

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-Y-x4-IJeQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-Y-x4-IJeQ


THE EYAS

Aspiring musical genius Cheng Shuyang accidentally enrolls in

an air force recruitment program that launches him on a

whole new path through life and across the skies. A promising

pilot on paper, Cheng nevertheless dismisses the training

opportunity until witnessing Kong Xin avert disaster on his

return flight from the academy. After committing to re-enroll,

Cheng begins to tackle the long road toward a career above

the clouds, navigating the turbulence of this new itinerary

from summer drills to coursework and beyond.

LIU FANG, SHEN QIN-YUAN

YAN YI-KUAN, FAN SHI-QI

DAI YING

CAST

DIRECTORS

PRODUCER

YOUTH

45 MINS x 36 EPS.

2019 Q3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tbfysbkB19g&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tbfysbkB19g&feature=youtu.be


LUCKY’S FIRST LOVE

24-year-old “adorkable” homebody Xing Yun spends her days

working for mobile gaming company TIG, dreaming of

becoming a game designer. When the company announces

an open audition for aspiring game managers, Xing is quick to

sign up, but soon finds her ambitions put in check. The

trouble thing is, the challenge involves designing a game with

a love theme, - something TIGs’ president Xia Ke is convinced

a permanently-single person like her wouldn’t understand.

Undismayed, Xing decides to try her luck at blind dating. Just

then, Xia Ke unexpectedly realizes his love for her too.

CHEN SHI-YI

XING ZHAO-LIN, BAI LU

DAI YING

ROMANCE

YOUTH

50 MINS x 24 EPS.

2019 Q3

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

https://youtu.be/3uSO4wvcj0c
https://youtu.be/3uSO4wvcj0c


STANDING IN THE TIME

Li Xiao, who has been positively influenced by the magazine

RESA since her childhood, has always dreamed of becoming a

fashion editor in the press. After graduation from college, she

starts internship in Dongfan Press without hesitation. She is

fully confident in becoming a regular worker. But

unexpectedly, there isn’t vacancy for editor in RESA. Feeling

depressed, Li Xiao walks in a park and meets a young man

who is also in a bad mood. The young man encourages Li Xiao,

and Li Xiao does the same thing for him. The seed of love

takes root then.

ROMANCE

YOUTH

45 MINS x 38 EPS.

2019 Q4

FU DONG-YU

XING ZHAO-LIN, AN YUE-XI

YANG BEI

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=roHn-Og5U2c&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=roHn-Og5U2c&t=2s


HOT-BLOODED YOUTH

As foreign powers compete for control along the Bund, the

people of 1920s Shanghai survive between the cracks.

Growing up here, hoodlum Wu Qian and patrol guard Wei

Chengfeng honed their skills and wits on the tough city streets.

Now, as Wei’s grandmother battles serious illness, the two

friends decide to enter the Wanshu Competition in hopes of

winning a prize that would pay for her treatment. There is

more to the contest than meets the eye, though, and as their

imperial adversaries resort to deception, the duo must join

forces with an unlikely ally to defend their nation’s integrity.

ZHU RUI-BIN

HUANG ZI-TAO, ZHANG XUE-YING

LI LI-YING, BAI YI-CONG

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCERS

PERIOD

YOUTH

45 MINS x 58 EPS.

2019 Q4

https://youtu.be/LbS9DRJ-0rs
https://youtu.be/LbS9DRJ-0rs


LOVELY SWORDS GIRL

Seeking love in a world shaken by factional conflicts, Yu Shengyou

finds her true feelings entwined with two very different men. Gong

Yuanxiu is her fiercely devoted husband, who she married on

superficial terms without realizing his naïve disposition. Aide Yushu,

the leader of Gui sect, whose connection to her since childhood has

grown into a passion he would give his life for. Faced with the

choice of two rivals she can hardly turn down, Yu struggles to make

up her mind. Meanwhile, Gong and Aide carry on the appearance

of an almost brotherly friendship as they compete for Yu’s affection

in this comically impossible love triangle.

LI MEI

JIANG ZHEN-YU, YANG SHI-ZE

DAI YING

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

ROMANCE

COMEDY

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

2019 Q4

4K AVALIABLE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9UpMGKap-6w&t=29s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9UpMGKap-6w&t=29s


FLAVOUR IT'S YOURS

Lu Weixun, a genius of wine tasting with a “perfect sense of

taste,” exchanges his sense of taste with He Buzui, a girl who

lost the sense of taste in her childhood, when they kiss by

accident. Lu Weixun is indifferent and rigid, and is strict like a

tyrant in the wine tasting field, while He Buzui is an ordinary

cheerful, innocent and careless girl. What magical chemical

reaction will occur between these two people with

completely different personalities?ROMANCE

YOUTH

45 MINS x 25 EPS.

2019 Q4

LIN YI

SONG YI-REN, GONG JUN

YANG BEI

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PM0dfhHS1DY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PM0dfhHS1DY


THE LISTENER

Zhu Mingchuan, forensics expert for the Gongmenxia city

police force, has a knack for finding meaning in the tiniest

clues. Besides a professional devotion to the truth, he is also

guided by the wishes of the dead and the regrets of the living.

Zhu’s estrangement from the living and intimacy with spirits

give his existence a mysterious quality. When a serial

murderer begins to leave a trail of disemboweled victims

throughout the city, the surgical precision of the crimes

suggests a twisted forensics professional is on the loose. That

puts Zhu high on police captain Luo Bixin’s list of suspects.

GONG ZHAO-HUI

NIE YUAN, SONG YI, LU FANG-SHENG

DAI YING

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

SUSPENSE

45 MINS x 36 EPS.

2019 Q4

4K AVALIABLE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NUsGGsWxEvs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NUsGGsWxEvs


SECOND TIME IS A CHARM

Anan, a post-90s girl that got married straight after graduation, hits rock

bottom when she’s forced to become a single mother. Xu Lang, an

outstanding lawyer becomes a single father after a car accident. He plans

to keep the secret of the accident all his life and live a quiet life with his

daughter, but a lot of changes happen after he gets to know Anan and

her son by accident. The two families which are widely different gradually

cure themselves through misunderstandings and reconciliations. Anan

realizes her dream and sets a good example for her son. Xu Lang

establishes his own law firm and becomes a perfect father. Finally, the

two families become one and live a happy life together.

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCERS

CHEN MING-ZHANG

WANG ZI-WEN, ZHANG LU-YI

YANG BEI, YANG YAN

DRAMA

ROMANCE

45 MINS x 57 EPS.

2019 Q4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vD6hehh9w7w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vD6hehh9w7w


SWORD DYNASTY

Warlords struggling for dominance. Troubled times tangled in

warfare. Ding Ning, a chronically ill young warrior from the

Wu territories, made his mission to overthrow his attempt at

supremacy. From rebellion to swift victory in the Minshan

Mountain martial arts contest, Ding Ning has quickly come to

master the essence of martial arts and became a man of

influence among the fighters. As he raises a fiery fist above

the combat world, a shiver of fear brushes over the emperor

and the empress. The showdown begins.

JONES MA

LI XIAN, LI YI-TONG

FENG XIAO-GANG YOUTH 2017

COSTUME

DRAMA

45 MINS x 34 EPS.

2019 Q4

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rGNm57ToCwM&t=78s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rGNm57ToCwM&t=78s


OUR SHINY DAYS

As a wallflower at the middle school of the National Music

Academy, aspiring musician Chen Jing gathers ridicule from

her classmates when she develops a crush on her institute’s

leading piano player, even managing to start a campus battle

between the Western and Chinese music departments. To

prove herself, Chen teams up with her classmates to perform

traditional Chinese music, and discovers the meaning and

value of friendship as they rehearse together. As well as the

power of music, Chen finds a new view on life in this youthful

adventure.

WANG RAN

ZHOU YI-RAN, HAO FU-SHEN

DAI YING

YOUTH

ROMANCE

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

2019 Q4

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4PsK8WiCcVQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4PsK8WiCcVQ


2020



DETECTIVE CHINATOWN

Chinese detectives working in Thailand put their sleuthing to

the ultimate test with not one, but three brand-new cases to

work on. Do they have what it takes to up their game and get

to the bottom of each one?

KE WEN-LI, LAI MU-KUAN, YAO WEN-YI, DAI MO

ROY CHUI, JANINE CHANG, WANG ZHEN-ER

CHEN SI-CHENG

CAST

DIRECTORS

PRODUCER

SUSPENSE

45 MINS x 12 EPS.

2020 Q1

4K AVALIABLE

https://youtu.be/dbaoNzSwC9A
https://youtu.be/dbaoNzSwC9A


IPARTMENT 5

After years of dating, old residents finally tie the knot and get

hitched. New surprises and worries come one after another

as a new stage of life begins. New residents are attracted to

the apartment by its reputation as a romantic place. The new

concepts and ideas which are taken here make the old

residents feel that they’ve lagged behind. Compared with

new residents who are more energetic and passionate, old

ones have developed a more mature attitude toward love

and life. Both old and new residents try to understand and

help each other despite many disputes among them.

WEI ZHENG

LOU YI-XIAO, SUN YI-ZHOU, LI JIA-HANG, LI JIN-MING

YANG BEI

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

ROMANCE

COMEDY

45 MINS x 36 EPS.

2020 Q1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8fWUORgn8ec
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8fWUORgn8ec


THE GREAT RULER

Mu Chen was born in the Mu region. His father is the Mu

Chief, but a series of tragic events forced his mother to

abandon Mu Chen early in his life. Mu Chen swore to become

strong, seek out his mother, and reunite with her. Mu Chen’s

natural talents give him the chance to cultivate his skills for

competition. During his training, he saves a young girl, Luo Li,

and the two quickly fall in love. In order to find his birth

mother, Mu Chen leaves his hometown and enters the

earthly world to face dark forces and save his loved ones.

ZHANG MENG

WANG YUAN, NANA OU-YANG

DAI YING

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

COSTUME

FANTASY

45 MINS x 48 EPS.

2020 Q1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RHJRtlMvc0k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RHJRtlMvc0k


MOONLIGHT ROMANCE

Li Yue, celestial god of marriage, is banished to earth by his rival Shi Sansheng.

There, he resumes existence under the pseudonym You Tianle, with the task of

gathering the resentment of unhappy couples to feed to the Sansheng eternity

stone. Soon, he finds himself mistaken for the archvillain Shi Sansheng by a

subordinate who proceeds to catch him. While You is on an assignment one day,

a series of mishaps causes Fang Duomi, a mere mortal, to touch the Sansheng

stone, making the resentment it contains evaporate instantly. The only way to

get it back is to kill Fang. Struggling to save her, You discovers she too was once

more than human, in fact, whose fate is already entwined with his.

WANG MING-TAI, LEE KUNG-WEI

AMBER AN, EDISON SONG

LIAO JIAN-XING

ROMANCE

FANTASY

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

2020 Q1

CAST

DIRECTORS

PRODUCER

4K AVALIABLE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RIGHc5w1X2w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RIGHc5w1X2w


EVERYONE WANTS TO MEET YOU

The scenery of France’s Bordeaux region should be holiday

enough for anyone, but to Zhang Min it is just another stop in

the line of work as sole heir to the Sihai Group. When Zhang

encounters a mysterious young woman, Luo Xi, who is able to

communicate with plants, he experiences the real meaning of

a vacation as her lightening presence cuts through his every

care and worry. With his encounter in Bordeaux, the seed of

a new spirit takes root in Zhang’s heart.

XU FU-XIANG

ZHANG ZHE-HAN, ZHANG RUO-NAN

ZHAO WEI

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

ROMANCE

45 MINS x 36 EPS.

2020 Q1

4K AVALIABLE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XA4bA7bYRog
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XA4bA7bYRog


MY LONELY PLANET
LIU TAN

YANG SHI-ZE, XU KAI-XIN

ZHANG HENG

ROMANCE

COMEDY

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

2020 Q1

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

As the comet 666 with mystical forces flies past the Earth,

Miao Yu, a passionate e-commerce entrepreneur and Wang

Chen, an arrogant and introverted designer, get related.

When they feel unhappy, their bodies would be possessed

by the other’s pet’s soul. From then on, they start living an

inter-related magical life. They get through tests in their

relationships and in the reality. After hitting rock bottom,

they start up business together and fall in love.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VvzYSiwknbk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VvzYSiwknbk


THE LOVE LASTS TWO MINDS

When the general’s daughter A Yuan is kidnapped, she awakes to find

her memory gone. Faced with the sudden prospect of a forced marriage,

she runs away in disguise as a man, eventually making a life chasing

criminals for Qinhe County. There, she meets Jing Ci, the lone survivor of

a fallen royal family who has since become the county lieutenant.

Together, they begin to sift through the strange circumstances

surrounding a series of murders in the area, soon discovering more

about their past than they ever could have expected.

YU CHUI-WAH Eternal Love (2017)

ALAN YU, YUKEE CHEN

FENG WEI-WEI

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

COSTUME

SUSPENSE

45 MINS x 36 EPS.

2020 Q1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7y1NJW0CrUE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7y1NJW0CrUE


CUSTOMER FIRST

Dai Meng, a gifted expert in micro expression analysis, makes

a mistake at work and resigns. Then he sets up an office to

help people settle different kinds of problems. After knowing

Liao Duoduo during an event, Dai, Liao and Hua Sheng make a

team of three, helping clients disclose lies and find out the

truth. But out of Dai’s expectations, Liao gets close to him

with a motive, and even Hua also hides something from him.

They both had something to do with Dai’s mistake at work

back then!

JI TIAN-YI

LI JIA-HANG, WANG YUE-XI

LI LI-YING

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

SUSPENSE

COMEDY

45 MINS x 30 EPS.

2020 Q1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=adOIbEmJBKo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=adOIbEmJBKo


HONEY, DON’T RUN AWAY
Ye Xiaotang, a girl from a rich family who lost the Dream

Making Crystal, having to marry someone before she turns

20 to save her own life. She wants to marry an aloof scholar

called Mu Jinyan. But in the process, she falls in love with

him, and even refuses Ling Ziran, a prince that pursues her.

Because of a case, the three people get closely related. This

is a joyful story: The prince in disfavor keeps on pursuing

her but he fails to win her heart. On the other hand, the

fate is tough to them: Finally, Mu Jinyan is moved, but he

and Ye Xiaotang are destined to separate. How will the

three people face the challenges in their lives?
CRIME

COSTUME

12 EPS.

2020 Q2

LI LI

XIANG HAN-ZHI, QIU SHI-LUN

SHI LIANG

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

4K AVALIABLE



MY ROOMMATE IS A DETECTIVE

Fourteen years into the Republic of China, the dandyish and

brilliant Lu Yao returns from his exchange studies in England

to work as an investigative consultant under chief inspector

Qiao Chusheng. They soon join forces with justice-driven

journalist Bai Youning to crack bizarre unsolved murder cases,

pursuing peace and justice in a troubled age.

ZHANG WEI-KE

HU YI-TIAN, ZHANG YUN-LONG, XIAO YAN

DAI YING

SUSPENSE

COMEDY

45 MINS x 36 EPS.

2020 Q1

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

https://youtu.be/0ijcA-Fxh24
https://youtu.be/0ijcA-Fxh24


THE SLEUTH OF THE MING DYNASTY

In the 1470s of Ming Dynasty, sixth-ranking judge Tang Fan and imperial agent

Sui Zhou unite to solve the cold murder case of the duke’s son, soon becoming

friends. Despite his reputation, Tang lives in meager quarters as a matter of

principle. When his landlord is suddenly murdered, the ensuing investigation

leads Tang on a journey to Henan province. Soon, Tang begins to learn of a

number of mysterious disappearances near the ancient royal mausoleum all

linked to the same murderer. Together, he and Sui Zhou embark on a search for

answers that draws them deep into the heart of a powerful conspiracy.

GUO SHUANG

GUANG HONG, FU MENG-B0

JACKIE CHAN

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

COSTUME

LEGEND

45 MINS x 48 EPS.

2020 Q2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7dWpLYt1t9E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7dWpLYt1t9E


LEGEND OF AWAKENING

In the Five Dynasties and Ten Kingdoms era, young Lu Ping escapes the

wicked forces of Shanhai Tower and discovers his spiritual identity in a

moment of enlightenment – or rather, his spiritual identities, as he

becomes aware of six distinct souls revolving through his being. When Lu

later begins to train and grow under his teacher’s masterful guidance, he

meets eternal brethren and earns the affection of the young miss Qin

along the way. All is going well until a vision reveals his relationship to an

unresolved crime in the martial arts world of a decade earlier.

RICKY WONG

CHEN FEI-YU, CHENG XIAO

GORDON CHAN

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

COSTUME

DRAMA

45 MINS x 48 EPS.

2020 Q2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vg96GyZ-h3k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vg96GyZ-h3k


GET MARRIED OR NOT
HE NIAN

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

ROMANCE

DRAMA

45 MINS x 40 EPS.

2020 Q2

PAN YUE-MING、TONG YAO、CHENG SHU

Cheng Lu, a 34-year-old female scriptwriter, always firmly believes that the
reason why she has been single for so many years is not that she can’t get
married but that she doesn’t want to. As it happens, her good friends Tian Lei,
a lawyer, and Ding Shiya, the owner of a beauty parlor, are single too. The
three women with superior working and living conditions sniff at the pressure
of love and marriage brought by the increase of age. However, after Cheng Lu
meets Wei Shu, a professor of social psychology, things change quietly. Men
with different backgrounds appear in front of these three women. When
different ideas collide, who will touch whose heart in the end? How should
they harvest their own happiness? An exploration of love and marriage
begins.

CHENG QUAN



AND THE WINNER IS LOVE
HOU SHU-PUI

LUO YUN-XI, YUKEE CHEN

YANG BEI

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

COSTUME

ROMANCE

45 MINS x 48 EPS.

2020 Q2

Chong Xuezhi, a young mistress of Chonghuo Palace, leaves her home for

a chance to experience life in the world of Jianghu and runs into

Shangguan Tou. While outside, Chong Xuezhi finds out she’s been

banished from the palace after their treasured martial arts manual is

stolen. As Chong survives several assassination attempts with the help of

Shangguan Tou, the travelling companions fall in love with each other.

News spreads that the perpetrator has already mastered the martial arts

technique and is wreaking havoc through Jianghu. Having gone through

difficulties and dangers, the couple wades through the mess and

discovers the culprit behind all this.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9c0QYoTX-g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9c0QYoTX-g


KIDNAPPING GAME
ZANG XI-CHUAN

ZHU YA-WEN, GINA JIN

DAI YING

CRIME

SUSPENSE

45 MINS x 12 EPS.

2020 Q2

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

Zuo Jiujian is a white collar worker who has achieved something. The
proposal he takes charge of is considered as shallow by the client Mr.
Ge Cheng, the big boss of the manufacturer. Therefore, he bears a
grudge against him, and hides outside of Ge Cheng’s mansion to peep
to know something about his privacy. However, he sees a pretty
young lady coming out by climbing over the wall. So he immediately
follows her. He then thinks about kidnapping her.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUnNJuQKNeI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUnNJuQKNeI


TRUE COLOURS

Lu Jiajia and Nian Mengyu, who have been friends since childhood and always
derided each other, both get admitted to a medical university in Shanghai after
graduation from senior high school. By virtue of his gift for economics and social
contacts of his family, Nian Mengyu starts doing business in school. And in order
to buy a cell phone for her first boyfriend that is in another place, Lu Jiajia, who
loves money, becomes Nian Mengyu's accountant and a "junk collector". Later,
Lu Jiajia sees through her boyfriend and decides to break up with him. But Nian
Mengyu is attracted by Sun Xiaohui, who is a classical beauty in school. As a
master in relationships, Sun Xiaohui plays with Nian Mengyu, and the latter
doesn't realize it until with Lu Jiajia's help. But meanwhile, Jiang Feng, Lu Jiajia's
senior fellow student who teaches Lu Jiajia as a supply teacher, falls in love with
Lu Jiajia. Gradually, Nian Mengyu realizes his love for Lu Jiajia. The unexpected
SARS epidemic causes the three people to live together. Jiang Feng makes a love
confession to Lu Jiajia, but he is refused. Nian Mengyu finally knows the truth
about the relationship between him and Lu Jiajia.

HAN YANG

45MINS x 24EPS.

2020 Q2

ROMANCE

CAST LI TING-TING，LIU RUI-LING

CHEN YI-TAOPRODUCER

DIRECTOR



WE ARE ALL ALONE

At the Golden Urn Awards ceremony, a procession of stars take the stage in

pairs to receive their awards and shine for a moment in the limelight. Behind

them, ruthless agent Mo Xiangwan looks on, counting the rewards of her

industry prowess and talent cultivating partnerships. Even as she celebrates,

though, Mo finds herself stuck in place after 10 years of hard work as a

promotion continues to evade her best efforts. While she helps artists break

out and her boss get ahead, her colleagues, partners, friends and boyfriends

all manage to become only the most familiar of strangers in these chronicles

of a high-stakes professional life.

WANG ZHI

QIN LAN, GAO YI-XIANG

DAI YING, WANG YI-XU

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCERS

ROMANCE

45 MINS x 36 EPS.

2020 Q2

4K AVALIABLE

https://youtu.be/wOUS8JyVP7E
https://youtu.be/wOUS8JyVP7E


THE EIGHT

In the earlier years of the Republic of China, fresh graduate Hua Minchu is

inadvertently involved in the national major case of the assassination of an

envoy in the North and South Peace Talks, and meets a group of miraculous

people with unique skills who belong to a mysterious underground martial

organization called the “Eight”. Hua Minchu becomes the head of the Eight

by accident and grows from a rookie to a true leader and commands the

Eight to fight for the ideal of saving the nation. He also gradually realizes that

it is not coincidence but fate, as a conspiracy lasting for 20 years has

gradually surfaced.

YANG SHU, LIU TAN

OHO OU, TAN SONG-YUN, CICI WANG , QIN LAN

CHEN KAIGE

CAST

DIRECTORS

PRODUCER

PERIOD

DRAMA

45 MINS x 34 EPS.

2020 Q2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vfAmJ8BN_g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4vfAmJ8BN_g


THE BAD KIDS

To find his father, a teenager called Yan Liang escapes from the
orphanage with his “sister” Pupu and returns to Ning City. They live in
his childhood friend Zhu Chaoyang’s home. When the three children play,
they shoot a video of Zhang Dongsheng killing someone. They are afraid
if they call the police, they will be sent back to the orphanage, so the
three children decide to write a letter to warn the murderer not to kill
people again. But Zhang Dongsheng comes to them. Therefore, there
comes a thrilling battle between the three children and the murderer.

SUSPENSE

DRAMA

45 MINS x 12 EPS.

2020 Q2

XIN SHUANG

QING HAO, ZHANG SONG-WEN, WANG JING-CHUN

DAI YING

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

4K AVALIABLE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4X0zYbf1pYQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4X0zYbf1pYQ


LOVE A LIFETIME

To help her father Rong Jingfeng save the people from untold miseries, Rong

Hua goes hither and thither in search for the lost healing item “Chihua Pearl”.

Unexpectedly, the world is so dangerous that she has fallen into trouble

several times. Fortunately, a man named Nalan Yue comes to her rescue

every time. However, Nalan Yue, the young master of Lingxu Pavilion, has a

family feud with Rong Hua. But the two who fall in love at first sight decide to

let go of their family feud and sincerely persuade the previous generation to

forget their old scores. Rong Hua and Nalan Yue make concerted efforts to

fight against the enemy. Having gone through all kinds of hardships and

difficulties, they manage to make the world return to peace.

REN JIA-LUN，ZHANG HUI-WENCAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

CUSTUME

45 MINS x 45 EPS.

2020 Q2

REN HAI-YAO，LIN JIAN-LONG，LIU ZHENG-MING

YIN XIANG-JIN

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EDSaoKDBmcY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EDSaoKDBmcY


OPPS, THE KING IS IN LOVE
MA YUN-YU

MA MENG-WEI、ZHU JIAN CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

CUSTUME

ROMANCE

35 MINS x 24EPS.

2020 Q2

Yan Zhixia, whose father is a minister, disguises herself as a man and
accidentally gets into the imperial palace. As she is taken as a eunuch, she
can’t get away from the imperial palace anymore. Then she meets the
Emperor Yan Jin, who has a weird character but a handsome appearance, and
becomes his eunuch as she has no other choices. Under Yan Jin’s pressure
and help, she becomes the head eunuch. Zhixia thinks that she can achieve
this because she is talented, but the truth is that Yan Jin knows she is a girl
when she comes into the imperial palace. The pretty eunuch gets promoted
because the Emperor knows everything and likes her.

ZHANG XUE-MING

https://youtu.be/rTZTlycbNnA
https://youtu.be/rTZTlycbNnA


THE LITTLE NYONYA

The storyline is set in Malacca in the 1930s. Tianlan was a little Nyonya

who was sold to a rich family to work as a maid since she was young.

Her granddaughter called Yueniang, Yueniang grows up to be as

beautiful as her mother. She attracts the son of a wealthy and influential

family, the new generation gentleman who has returned after studying

abroad, and the handsome lawyer. However, her love life is not smooth.

She and Chen Xi love each other, but they are not together in the end

due to some reasons. She involuntarily gets involved in the family

disputes. In adversity, she never gives up her love for life. She learns

from life and makes herself stronger. Finally, she becomes a successful

businesswoman and revives the family business which has been on the

down grade.

DIRECTOR XIE MIN-YANG

45 MINS x 45 EPS

2020 Q2

HISTORY 

DRAMA

CAST XIAO YAN，KOU JIA-RUI，

YUE LI-NAPRODUCER GUO JIN-YU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qAwdmuD-PyE&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qAwdmuD-PyE&t=1s


TIENTSIN MYSTIC 2

On the banks of the Hai River in Republican-era Tientsin, Guo

Deyou and Ding Mao are investigating the mysterious case

surrounding an explosion at the source of floods that have

engulfed the city. Despite a wave of arrests, there seems to

be no shortage of strange new events that seem to be

connected in some way to the river. Guo and Ding face their

darkest case yet as the tangled web of connections between

business and government starts to unravel – and the shocking

truth behind the bizarre incidents starts to emerge.

TIAN LI

JIN SHI-JIA, CICI WANG, ZHANG MING-EN, CHEN YU-MI

LI LI-YING

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

PERIOD

SUSPENSE

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

2020 Q3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fhbyeJNfRpE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fhbyeJNfRpE


DANCE OF THE SKY EMPIRE

Li Xuan, little overlord of Qingtian City, and Su Youlian, who
leaves her native place and comes to the Tianqi Kingdom to
complete a mission, study at the Moyun Academy together. At
the beginning, they often argue with each other. Later, they fall
in love with each other. In the end, they go through a lot of
challenges with other students of the Moyun Academy, and
usher in a new era of peace.

ZHAO JIN-TAO

XU KAI, WU JIA-YI

YANG BEI

COSTUME

FANTASY

45 MINS x 28 EPS.

2020 Q3

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TdpQF8OO8yc&t=9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TdpQF8OO8yc&t=9s


TWENTY YOUR LIFE ON

Jiang Xiaoguo is envious of her three roommates. Duan Jiabao, born into a

merchant family, is rich but simple. As a fangirl and foodie, she lives a

carefree life. Luo Yan hates the way everything is arranged by her mother,

but she also doesn’t need to worry about employment. Liang Shuang is

beautiful and smart. She has established social relations in college.

However, Jiang Xiaoguo doesn’t know they also have their own problems

as they’re going to graduate. The four girls get closer to each other during

the last year and Jiang Xiaoguo opens her heart gradually.

LI ZHI

GUAN XIAO-TONG, BU GUAN-JIN, 

LI GENG-XI, DONG SI-YI

YANG BEI

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

DRAMA

45 MINS x 40 EPS.

2020 Q3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uzz-BFKlz3c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uzz-BFKlz3c


IN A CLASS OF HER OWN

Xue Wenxi struggles through poverty on the meager earnings transcription

and ghostwriting work afford her. When by a strange fluke of circumstances

she meets the prime minister’s son Feng Chengjun, her talent leaves such an

impression that he helps her enroll in an all-male literary school. With Feng’s

help, Xue manages to hide her gender, eventually forming a small artistic

collective with him and two other classmates. As the group hone their talents

together, though, they will have to reckon with social forces that resent their

modern approach to literary life.

ZHI LEI

JU JING-YI, SONG WEI-LONG

DAI YING

COSTUME

YOUTH

45 MINS x 36 EPS.

2020 Q3

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

4K AVALIABLE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A1VkXiuYew8&t=20s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A1VkXiuYew8&t=20s


HEROES (aka: FEARLESS)

Martial arts master Huo Yuanjia becomes influenced by the

revolutionary fervor of the late Qing Dynasty, and finds himself

lamenting the poverty and frustration of his nation’s people. To

inspire the Chinese people and give them the power to fight Huo

moves with his family to establish an elite martial arts competition in

Shanghai, where he will square off with a legendary British fighter and

other formidable foes. Should we have a comma here ?

BAI SHAN

VINCENT ZHAO, MAO LIN-LIN

LI LI-YING

*Internet and OTT rights 

*TW all rights 

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

MARTIAL ARTS

LEGEND

45 MINS x 48 EPS.

2020 Q3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TsorZHeVoYU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TsorZHeVoYU


LOVE YOURSELF

Four women over the age of 30 continue to seek

personal growth, love, friendship, desire, independence

and soul during the most beautiful and sexy time of

their lives.

ROMANCE

DRAMA

45 MINS x 36 EPS.

2020 Q3

WANG GUANG-LI

VICTORIA SONG, CELINA JADE, 

KARLINA ZHANG, LI CHUN 

LI LI-YING

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0KBTy9BnSNs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0KBTy9BnSNs


CRIMSON RIVER

In the 20 years since a teenage girl’s murder, witnesses and the victim’s

family have made it their life’s mission to crack her unsolved case. Shackled

with burdens on a murky pursuit of justice, they come to discover a crisis

beyond anyone’s imagination.

YANG MIAO

SONG YANG, YUAN WEN-KANG

DAI YING

SUSPENSE

DRAMA

45 MINS x 12 EPS.

2020 Q3

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rVJ6rdqPWok
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rVJ6rdqPWok


MY UNICORN GIRL

Wen Bing may be Prince Charming in 900 million girls' dream, but he is 
definitely a nightmare to Sang Tian. A snow ball suddenly attacks Sang Tian's 
head, and at the same time, she loses her first kiss! Yes, the "little and happy 
girl" kisses the "evil demon". A romantic story...won't happen. This kiss, like a 
spell, brings misfortune to Sang Tian. After a series of unfortunate things, her 
admission to the Department of Figure Skating is even canceled... Oh please! 
Who said a kiss could bring good luck? That's a lie! But being forced by her 
stupid brother and bestie, Sang Tian has no choice but to take part in the exam 
of the Department of Ice Hockey to get close to Wen Bing, and she manages to 
get admitted. Though this isn't exactly what she has wanted, she partly realizes 
her dream, being admitted to her mother's alma mater! Only the god knows 
that these years she wants to be admitted to Liuye School even in her dream.

YU ZHONG ZHONG

KUNG HUNG, CHEN YAO

YANG BEI

ROMANCE

SPORTS

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

2020 Q3

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Q_nKZ2uOvI&t=6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Q_nKZ2uOvI&t=6s


SISYPHUS

After the accidental death of his only daughter Duoduo two years ago,

Zhang Haifeng, former head of a criminal police brigade, experienced

his family’s falling apart and couldn’t pull himself together. He resigned

from the police force and messed around every day. Unexpectedly, a

serial murder taking place in the city indistinctly revealed some

information related to Duoduo’s death back then. To find out the truth,

Zhang Haifeng fought against Zhao Binbin, the suspect of the serial

murder, and finally died with doubt together with the suspect. However,

he then woke up and seemed to have returned to the day before when

Zhao Binbin hadn’t appeared and the accidents hadn’t taken place yet.

Zhang Haifeng found that he had fallen into a time loop by accident. To

save Duoduo, he decided to do everything he could.

WU BAI

WANG QIAN-YUAN, LU HAN

DAI YING

CRIME

DRAMA

45 MINS x 12 EPS.

2020 Q3

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=toEGCthjKNw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=toEGCthjKNw


MARRY ME

Ju Mu’er is an intelligent girl. Her once happy life changed because of
the unjust death of her mentor, Shi Boyin. After that, Ju Mu’er was
temporarily blind and mistakenly got involved with Long Yue, the
richest person in the capital. Long Yue himself was greedy for money
and never did business that would make him lose money. But every
time he met Ju Mu’er, he would fail to make ends meet. Ju Mu’er
decided to rectify her mentor’s wrongful conviction. Unexpectedly,
the two of them got involved in criminal cases one after another.

RICKY WONG

XING ZHAO-LIN, XIAO YAN

YANG BEI

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

COSTUME

ROMANCE

45 MINS x 35 EPS.

2020 Q3

DRAMA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=REqBDKMK4fw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=REqBDKMK4fw


REUNION:THE SOUND OF 

THE PROVIFENCE SEASON 2
DIRECTOR

40MINS x 30 EPS

2020 Q3

SUSPENSE,

CRIME

CAST ZHU YI-LONG,

MAO XIAO-TONG

AN-ZI PAN

PRODUCER

DRAMA

Wu Xie's third uncle has been missing for ten years. One day, Wu Xie, who 
stays at home without a job, suddenly receives a short message seemingly 
from his third uncle. Wu Xie and Fatty follow the clue to look for his 
missing third uncle. Unexpectedly, in an abandoned weather station, they 
discover that Yang Daguang, Wu Xie's third uncle's old friend, listened to 
the thunder. To find out the secret of listening to the thunder, Wu Xie, 
Fatty, Zhang Qiling, and Jin Wantang get to Yang Daguang's former 
residence to investigate. According to the clue in the tomb, they go to the 
tidal flat in Fujian to investigate the tomb of the King of the South China 
Sea.

Kennedy Xu

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=649NPvrwoLY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=649NPvrwoLY


THE LONG NIGHT

A suspect murders and abandons the victim’s body, but he is

accidentally caught in the act. There are a few hundred

eyewitnesses on the scene and the suspect confesses to the crime.

With witnesses, material evidence and a confession, the case

suddenly changes when the prosecution files for official public

prosecution against the suspect. What is the shocking truth behind

the case? A prosecutor spends ten years to uncover the truth,

giving up his youth, career, fame, future, family and even life.
CRIME

DRAMA

45 MINS x 12 EPS.

2020 Q2

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

CHEN YI-FU

LIAO FAN, BAI YU

DAI YING

4K AVALIABLE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8DXjjkbxUM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8DXjjkbxUM


RENASCENCE

The Queen of Great Chu and her newborn baby are murdered by the King

Ye Hongyi. In order to take revenge, Yao Mowan, Moxin’s twin sister, gets

into the royal palace. Mowan gradually splits up the four forces in the court,

and alienates Ye Hongyi step by step. During this period, Mowan falls in love

with Ye Junqing, Prince of Chu, in some accidents. After winning the support

of the other four states, she makes it in taking revenge, and helps Ye Junqing

take back the throne. Unexpectedly, Ye Junqing gives the throne to another

person and takes Yao Mowan to open an inn in a place with great scenery.

LIU HAI-BO

CHEN ZHE-YUAN, LI MO-ZHI

HUA PING, YANG BEI

COSTUME

LEGEND

45 MINS x 36 EPS.

2020 Q3

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCERS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dho37g7CqLo&t=36s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dho37g7CqLo&t=36s


LOVE IS SWEET

Within the financial investment bank, a giant in the industry, there

are two people who love each other secretly. The two were

playmates when they were children. But she fell in love with

someone else. So he had to stay far away from her although he had

always protected her since they were young. Many years later, the

two meet again in the business circles. He is an outstanding talent of

the investment bank, while she is a rookie who has a lot of ideas.

Unexpectedly, the boy who always protected her when they were

young becomes her immediate superior who is cunning and

overbearing. Within the crisis-ridden investment bank, how will the

two cooperate to solve crises in the workplace? How will their

feelings for each other which have been buried in the heart develop

into a fantastic relationship?

DIRECTOR YU ZHONG-ZHONG

2020 Q3

CAST LUO YUN-XI，BAI LU

ROMANCE

45 MINS x 36 EPS.

PRODUCER YANG BEI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44SPxWJ9Rno
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44SPxWJ9Rno


POISONED LOVE

Due to sleepwalking since childhood, Fang Yan has to live with extreme
caution, but she is always optimistic and enterprising. She tries to find a
way to cure her disease. She treats people with sincerity and does her
best in her work. When getting along with Fang Yan, Shi Meng is touched
by this earnest and persistent girl. Gradually, his frozen heart caused by
the pain in his childhood is melted. Eventually, the two people fall in love
with each other. With Fang Yan’s help, many years’ misunderstanding
between Shi Meng and his brother Shi Yi is cleared up. In the process of
getting along with Shi Meng, Fang Yan finds out the real reason for her
disease, and then she is cured.

CHENG GANG

MA MENG-WEI, AO RUI-PENG, LUO ZHENG

LI YING

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

YOUTH

ROMANCE

45 MINS x 24 EPS.

2020 Q3



THE MOON BRIGHTENS FOR YOU

Zhan Qinghong is a beautiful girl whose father Zhan Podi is the deputy head

of the alliance of martial arts. Since she was young, his father does not

allow her to be involved in the affairs of the martial arts world. As the

martial arts meeting held every ten years is approaching, without letting

her family know, Zhan Qinghong goes down the mountain and makes up

her mind to take the position of the head of the alliance. On the way of

growth, she gradually has a deeper understanding of chivalry. At the same

time, she has love.COSTUME    

ROMANCE

45MINS x 36 EPS.

2020 Q3

GONG FANG-YUAN

XING FEI, ALAN YU

LAN HAI-HAN，WANG FEI

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IS5dmgQm8i4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IS5dmgQm8i4


LITTLE DOCTOR

Guo Jing, a male obstetrician, likes doing research on everything,

reasoning, make analysis and judging, as well as applying what he figures

out to the clinical practice. He wants to chase Huang Rong, the youngest

and most beautiful director of the hospital who enjoys the government

subsidy. Huang Caiyun, director of the obstetrical department and Guo

Jing’s immediate superior, as well as Huang Rong’s elder sister, doesn’t

allow her to marry Guo Jing. So she creates difficulties and obstacles for

them everywhere.

DRAMA  

45 MINS x 40 EPS.

2020 Q3

LU LUN-CHANG

DONG ZI-JIAN，ZHANG JIA-NICAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER FENG YUN-TING



THE BLOOMS AT RUYI PAVILION

Fu Rong is the concubine of Xu Jin, Prince Shu, who is the second most
powerful man in the kingdom. She lives a wealthy life envied by common
people, but nobody knows her loneliness as she lives in a big mansion.
Soon, Prince Shu’s mysterious death revives Ru Rong. She can’t restrain
her joy. This time, she wants to choose the best man to be her life
partner.

LIN JIAN-LONG

JU JING-YI, ZHANG ZHE-HAN

DAI YING

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

COSTUME

ROMANCE

45 MINS x 40 EPS.

2020 Q3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X0nR7pvgEL8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X0nR7pvgEL8


HIKARU NO GO

To earn some pocket money, a sixth-grader named Hikaru Shindo went
on a treasure hunt in his grandfather’s place, where he found an old Go
board. Upon touching the board, the soul of Fujiwara-no-Sai who
trapped in the Go board entered Hikaru’s body. Sai considered Go his life.
Under the influence of Sai, Hikaru gradually started taking an interest in
Go.

LIU CHANG

HU XIAN-XI, ZHANG CHAO

DAI YING, ZHU ZHEN-HUA

YOUTH

45 MINS x 36 EPS.

2020 Q3

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4m2bSej0HxQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4m2bSej0HxQ


SOMETHING JUST LIKE THIS

Since childhood, Qian Xixi has been boarding with the family of Duan
Ran, who is a silver-spoon boy. They grew up together like sister and
brother, and when they began to engage themselves in e-commerce
live streaming, this industry struck them as being unimaginably
complex. During the process of making their careers, they have made
the acquaintance of many partners with whom they share similar
aspirations, and have come across lots of predicaments and
challenges in this trade. They keep improving despite unfavorable
circumstances, and eventually achieve their dreams as well as find
true love in each other.

DIRECTOR CHEN FEI-HONG

45MINS x 47EPS

2020 Q4

YOUTH,ROMANCE

CAST WU JIN-YAN,JOHNNY 

HUANGZHOU HAOPRODUCER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AlZ75bQT5zo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AlZ75bQT5zo


MAGIC MOMENT

Yitong thinks she is very strong, and can live without her

mom. She can't bow to her mother, but can bow to love.

However, Yitong spends most of her life hating her

mother. Ironically, the love abandoned her, while her

mother cooked the meal at home and waited for her.

When she back to her mother desructively, she only can

see her mother’s cold body. All the hating emotion

becomes to regret, especially when she found herself had

been misunderstanding her mother all the time, it was

too late to apologize. Yitong decided to face the regret,

and filled her life with the time capsule left by her mother.

HAO XIN-XIANG

60 MINS x 20 EPS.

2020 Q4

ROMANCE,

DRAMA

BEATRICE FANG、

NIEN HSUAN WU

DIRECTOR CAST

PRODUCER DAI TIAN-YI



DETECTIVE
DIRECTOR WEN DE-GUANG

45MINS x 26EPS

2020 Q3

PERIOD, 

LEGEND

CAST GAO ZHI-LIN,

ZHANG XINGAO XIAO-XIANPRODUCER

30 years ago, a weird case happened in Fuyuan County on the outskirts of 
Tianjin. All 12 escorts' heads were cut off and their headless bodies were 
hung in the old locust tree behind the town gate... Some people suggested 
using the ancient necromancy of Fuyuan County to call back the spirits of the 
12 dead people. The spiritualist used red threads to sew the heads and 
bodies together. The sorcerer practiced magic to connect yin and yang. 
Surprisingly, the 12 bodies sat up. The spirits of the dead were awakened! 
30 years later, another weird case happened in Fuyuan County. Tan Bodun, 
first class detective of the police station, goes to investigate in the county. 
Unexpectedly, he was involved in a bigger mystery. As Tan Bodun is in the 
process of finding out who committed the crime, a series of incredible things 
happened. With the development of the investigation, Tan Bodun reveals 
the truths behind human nature one after another. A huge secret is about to 
emerge.



PSY-HUNTER

Haunted houses, as the term implies, refer to houses in which some people
died by violence. Rumor has it that the spirits of people dying in this way
would feel unreconciled to their deaths because they should have lived
longer. These spirits often linger on, which is why most haunted houses
witness strange things. Jiang Shuo and Qin Yiheng are a pair of mysterious
real estate speculators, who purchase notorious haunted houses far and
near, and sell them after exorcizing the haunted spirits. The business is
prosperous and the profit is handsome. However, this “golden pair” of
fortune-makers are pursued by people of unknown backgrounds, such as
Liuzhi, a mysterious cooperator in real estate speculation, and Yuan Zhen, an
“inhuman” cooperator. As extremely dangerous haunted houses keep
emerging, they find it hard to deal with them solely on their own, and there
are even a few times when they are on the verge of death. Meanwhile, they
find themselves trapped in a murderous net…

DIRECTOR LI ZE-LU

45 MINS x 36EPS.

2020 Q4

SUSPENSE, 

PERIOD

CAST HOU MING-HAO，ZHU XU-

DAN，LIU DONG-QINYU FEIPRODUCER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LXcvoHWYLdY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LXcvoHWYLdY


ETERNAL LOVE RAIN

In order to save human lives, a dragon prince takes on the task of

ending the drought. He falls in love with a young woman, yet finds

himself stuck on land for 500 years after she goes missing with his

inverted dragon scale. Five hundred years later just when Ning

Xiurui was at the verge of giving up, he suddenly senses his inverted

dragon scale. At the same time, a woman named Su Yinyin who

looks just like the swindler who fooled him appears once more.

MAI TIAN

45 MINS x 24 EPS

2020 Q4

COSTUME，

ROMANCE

HE HUA、WANG RUN-ZEDIRECTOR CAST

PRODUCER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wmAM04O_u00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wmAM04O_u00


THE PENALTY ZONE

Gan Tianlei, an undercover policeman, wakes up after being in a coma

for eight years due to a serious injury. With the aid of the anti-drug

police, he works as a stool pigeon again to fight against drug dealers.

Then he gets his memory back and cooperated with the police to make

breakthroughs one by one and track the core employees of a few major

drug dealing and making groups.

CRIME   

45MINS x 48 EPS.

2020 Q4

ZHAO JUN-KAI

OU HAO， ZHAO XIAO-JIECAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER DAI YIN



ULTIMATE NOTE

Curious about his uncles past, Wu Xie watched a mysterious video tape, only

to find himself mixed up in an elaborate conspiracy. In his adventures, he

encountered Zhang Qi Ling, Xie Yu Chen and others. The 6 people with

different motives decided to band together. Zhang Qi Ling lost his memory by

accident. The group discovered the Zhang family’s old manor held the

answers they sought. However, they were stopped in their tracks by Qiu De

Kao’s forces. Later, thanks to an ancient Lei family blueprint, Wu Xie became

acquainted with Madam Huo of the Jiumen Sect. At her suggestion, the group

embarked on a tomb raid which the Jiumen Sect had attempted many years

ago in search of the truth. Unfortunately, Wu Xie was severely injured during

the journey while Zhang Qi Ling went missing, leaving the mystery unsolved.

Xie Yu Chen suggested Wu Xie disguise as his uncle, but Wu Xie was hesitant.

ZOU XI,MA XIAO GANG

45 MINS x 36 EPS

2020 Q4

Drama, 

Adventure

JOSEPH ZENG，XIAO YU LIANG

LI WEI-YING，BAI YI-CONG

CASTDIRECTOR

PRODUCER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A4H5tWUKJiU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A4H5tWUKJiU


DEAR MISSY

Lu Ke and Shen Siyi are two girls with different personalities, but they were
closest friends. Due to Shen Siyi's domineering personality, they broke up
when they graduated from university. Then Shen Siyi went to the United
States. Nine years later, Shen Siyi's sudden return brought changes to Lu Ke's
regular and quiet life. They became colleagues at Life Aesthete Magazine.
Shen Siyi's return inspired Lu Ke to give play to her energy she has
accumulated for long. Shen Siyi joined Lu Ke's circle of friends. They
encourage each other, face difficulties together, and solve problems in their
work and life. After experiencing a lot in life, affection and work, Lu Ke
learns how to solve problems decisively and surpass herself, while Shen Siyi
gradually lets go of the shadow caused by her original family's misfortune，
accepts herself, and accepts love. In the pursuit of their own happiness, the
two girls harvest friendship, career and love.

DIRECTOR DENG KE

45 MINS x 36 EPS.

2020 Q4

YOUTH,IDOL

CAST LI YI-TONG, JING CHEN

PRODUCER DAI YING, ZHU ZHEN-HUA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6qWiOA0yv_U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6qWiOA0yv_U


2021



THE WORLD OF FANTASY

Qin Lie, a young man with amnesia, was involved in a conspiracy due 

to an accident. After experiencing all kinds of hardships, he and his 

friends, such as Ling Yushi, who are all sweethearts, gradually grew up 

and opened in the spirit domain. The story of the new journey. This 

group of passionate teenagers, in the search for the truth of their life 

experience and the pursuit of a higher power, continue to meet 

mentors and friends and jointly guard the spiritual domain continent.

LIANG GUO-GUAN

36 EPS x 45MINS

2021 Q1

COSTUME, 

FANTASY

FAN CHENGCHENG, CHENG XIAO

LI WEI-YING

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jsu-mhlu8hw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jsu-mhlu8hw


THE DRAGNET 

The special case force team led by Gao Xiaotian demonstrated

outstanding wisdom, extraordinary courage, and superb skills in

cooperating with overseas law enforcement agencies. The members of

the task force attacked in a Southeast Asian country and persuaded two

key witnesses to return home in a high-level cadre corruption case in

the United States. In a certain country in South America, the two who

seriously harmed the property and lives of our overseas Chinese were

eliminated. They worked tirelessly to complete their scheduled

overseas missions and successfully safeguarded the gradual legal

security and the interests of the people.

YU CHUN

45 MINS x 38EPS

2021 Q1

MYSTERY, 

CRIMINAL

WU GANG, KE LAN

YANG BEI

DIRECTOR CAST

PRODUCER



VACATION OF LOVE
YAO XIAO-FENG

45 MINS x 35 EPS

2021 Q1

ROMANCE, 

FAMILY

YAO CHENG, BAI YU

A story about finding love in an island resort revolves

around two couples - a hotshot talent manager who

meets a man with a completely different lifestyle and a

married couple facing problems.

CASTDIRECTOR

PRODUCER ZHANG SHU-WEI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzj8Sow6XTA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzj8Sow6XTA


THE ARC OF LIFE

Gongye Xiaoniao decides to start a business and she picks up the

workaholic Xia Zhi as her first partner and Xia recommends Mei Ji with

great networking skills as their third partner. During the process of

entrepreneurship, the three women who used to enjoy a cushy life learn

to get hurt and help each other.

DRAMA, 

ROMANE   

45MINS x 26 EPS

2021 Q1

HSU CHAO-JEN, JERRY FENG

IVY CHEN, RUBY LIN, ROY CHUI, JIAN MAN-SHUCAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER RUBY LIN, LAI TSUNG-PI



CELESTIAL AUTHORITY ACADEMY
HUANG ZU-QUAN

45MINS x 24EPS

2021 Q1

COSTUME, 

ROMANCE

Song Lianyu, who is used to dressing herself as a male, is the No.1 

novelist. Appreciated by the Imperial Concubine Su, the witty and 

brave girl is granted special admission to the Celestial Authority 

Academy, where she meets Cui Chuyi, the most handsome male in 

the world, Run, the gentle childe, Qian Jiayu, the son of the richest 

in the capital and Duan Shaoxuan, the peerless swordsman. Since 

then, an interesting campus life begins.

XU HAO、ZHOU YAN-CHEN、MAO-TONGCAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER LI JUN



GOOD LIFE
ZHOU XIAO-GANG

45 MINS x 34 EPS

2021 Q1

MORDEN,  

FAMILY

WANG OU, LIU WEI 

Story about a special but ordinary family of five. It is a family

interwoven with both happiness and misery, warmth and

contradictions. After the father Zeng wakes up from a comma, he

begins to reflect on himself, deciding to help his four children find

the real meaning of life and embrace life, thus making the family

caught between tears and laughter.

CASTDIRECTOR

PRODUCER LISA TAN



PING PONG

Xu Tan has always dreamed of becoming an all star ping-pong player

despite his defect of physi-cal strength. He makes up for in mental determi-

nation, and by the time he meets the unruly but exceptionally talented

born athlete, Yu Kenan, the two are in a league of their own. As team-

mates, they share a passion for their sport and respect for each other. But

they are as fierce in their competitiveness as they are in loyalty. On the

rocky road that lies ahead, they will find out what matters most – each

other, their team, their country, and glory.

LI JIA

BAI JING-TING, XU WEI-ZHOU

DAI YING, AN RONG

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCERS

DRAMA,

SPORTS

45 MINS x 44 EPS

2021 Q1

https://youtu.be/2xiA-9DJICo
https://youtu.be/2xiA-9DJICo


The "Golden Cabinet Alliance" of Zhao Kuangyin period lead to a battle for

the throne in the Song Royal Court. Liu E is an orphan girl in the state of

Shu. She falls in love with the Third Prince, Zhao Heng, during the war. She

is talented and deeply trusted by Zhao Heng. Zhao Heng loses several of his

sons and the succession of the throne is imminent. The major forces in the

Royal Court fight each other and secretly form alliances. When Zhao Heng

dies, Ren Zong is still a child. To fulfill the previous emperor’s wish, Liu E

serves as the decision maker behind the scenes. She ends the conflict

between parties, builds water conservancy, improves the relation between

ethnic groups, and boldly appoints new talents, laying a solid foundation

for what would become “Ren Zong’s Prosperous Reign”.

LI SHAO-HONG PALACE OF DESIRE 2000

LIU TAO, VIC CHOUCAST

DIRECTOR

COSTUME,

DRAMA

45 MINS x 61 EPS

*Internet and OTT rights only

THE PALACE OF DEVOTION

2021 Q1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d9CeIGx7zWM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d9CeIGx7zWM


IN LOVE WITH YOUR DIMPLES
LI MEI

45 MINS x 24 EPS

2021 Q1

MORDEN, 

ROMANCE

ESTELLE CHEN, XU KAI-XIN, YANG SHI-ZE, LI JIA-HAOCAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

Story of Tang Shuang Li who suffered 'three lost' (losing her job,

losing love, and losing money) and returned to her hometown.

She then worked as a front desk clerk in a software company. She

wanted to be an ordinary person, but her talents and personality

attracted three different men at the same time.

DAI YING

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xfQHaW7BqyE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xfQHaW7BqyE


BREATH OF DESTINY

In an isolated island full of the unknown, a team of Chinese

doctors provide medical aid overseas in extreme environments.

A Chinese medical team comes to an island in the South Pacific

Ocean on a mission to save lives. Alas, they are hit by a natural

disaster upon landing and find themselves in a race against time.

However, they never expected that their rescue efforts will be

hindered by a huge conspiracy that has yet to be uncovered.

DOU QI

45 MINS x 40 EPS

2021 Q2

ROMANCE,

DRAMA

QI WEI, YANG YOUNING

YANG BEI, ZHANG YUXIN

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gS9M1fhtLTo&t=6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gS9M1fhtLTo&t=6s


NO BOUNDARY

Duanmu Cui, a fairy from Penglai comes to the mortal world to

supervise the evils. She gets acquainted with Zhan Yan, a constable

of Qifeng. Although the two get off on the wrong foot, they fall in

love when they solve cases together. Cui recalls her past history

with Kuchang a thousand years ago before she falls into the abyss

where she loses her memory, is given a new identity and implicated

in a conspiracy. Zhan Yan vows to act against the will of Heaven to

bring her back.

45 MINS x 52 EPS

2021 Q1-Q2

COSTUME, 

FANTASY

CHENG WAI-MAN

DARREN CHEN, ZHANG YI-SHANG. WANG YI-FEICAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER RUAN JIE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-1wBygrA4Y&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-1wBygrA4Y&t=2s


A LOVE FOR DILEMMA

45 MINS x 42 EPS

2021 Q2

FAMILY, 

MODERN

The story revolves around Nanli, Xia Junshan, daughter Xia Huanhuan, 

son Xia Chaochao, Tian Yulan, Yan Peng and son Yan Ziyou and other 

families. Children are about to go from elementary school to junior 

high school. Every family is facing various changes, while every family 

member is getting new understanding through continuous 

communication and choices. Parents and children will grow up 

together.

SONG JIA, JIANG XIN, TONG DA-WEICAST

DIRECTOR

SCREENWRITER ZHOU YI-FEI

ZHANG XIAO-BO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7XLHnomFRgw&t=33s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7XLHnomFRgw&t=33s


MY TREASURE

Qiu Dong-Na just fell to the lowest point of her life after losing her

job and experiencing family problems. With not much choice left,

she applied for the company she dreaded the most - the accounting

firm her old friend, Gu Fei, and her first love's step-mother, Cheng

Kai Yang set up. After entering the workplace, she meets her boss

Gu Fei, an unpredictable man. They solve problems in life and work

together, becoming soul mates.

DIRECTOR LIU HAI-BO

42 MINS x 35 EPS

2021 Q2

ROMANCE, 

FAMILY

CAST LIU MIN-TAO, VICKY CHEN, 
ROY CHIU, ANNIE LIU

SCREENWRITER TENG YANG

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GB-lMZPozZg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GB-lMZPozZg


MOONLIGHT

Chu Li just graduated from university. With a passion towards publishing,

she successfully entered Yuan Yue Publishing House. However, at the

moment the publishing industry undergoes huge changes. As a fresh

editor, she was shocked by the state of the publishing industry but she

stayed true and gave it all in becoming an author focusing on producing

good books. Together with Yuan Yue Publishing House, they braved the

impact of social change. With sincerity and professionalism, she impressed

the renowned author and joined them as the exclusive editor. Chu Li also

helped authors that are in struggle and transformed them. She discovered

new authors with her unique vision. In the end, she overcame obstacles in

career and paved her way becoming the top editor. With that, she earned

a love relationship with a renowned author that involved work interaction,

argument and happiness.

DIRECTOR ZHANG BO-YU

2021 Q2

ROMANCE

CAST ESTHER YU, RYAN DING

SREENWRITERS QIU TING, ZHU QI

40 MINS x 36 EPS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KyVXJjKcvRY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KyVXJjKcvRY


MY DEAR GUARDIAN

A romantic army story that tells about how Liang Mu Ze, the most

promising major in the G Zone Special Forces, and a foreign medical

corps doctor, Xia Chu, met in the line of duty, developed an

understanding for each other, fell in love, overcame a terrorist

kidnapping, thwarted a criminal syndicate bent on stealing military

secrets, and finally wiping out the criminal forces, thus fulfilling their

duty as soldiers and protecting their loved ones.
40 MINS x 40 EPS

2021 Q2

ROMANCE, 

MILITARY

JOHNNY HUANG、LI QIN

ZHU HAO

CAST

DIRECTOR

PRODUCER

TIAN YI SCREENWRITER YOU XIAO-YING

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l2_Y6ajtRQU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l2_Y6ajtRQU


THE REBEL

45 MINS x 43 EPS

2021 Q2

LEGEND, 

PERIOD

ZHU YI-LONG, WANG ZHI-WEN, TONG YAO, 

WANG YANG, ZHU ZHU

CAST

DIRECTOR

SCREENWRITERS LI XIAO-MING, QIN WEN, ZHOU YOU

ZHOU YOU

In 1936, Lin Nan-Sheng, a young student of the Fuxing Society cadre training 

class, was taken to Shanghai by Chen Mo-Qun, the head of the Shanghai 

district of the Fuxing Agency Special Affairs Department, to participate in the 

arrest of the underground party activities lurking in the Lanyi Community. In 

the process of carrying out activities, Lin Nan-Sheng, with integrity and 

simplicity, was constantly attracted by the sense of mission and fearless 

sacrifice of Gu Shen-Yan, Ji Zhong-Yuan, Zhu Yi-Zhen and other communists 

for the country and the people, and he had a deeper thinking about the chaos 

within the Kuomintang and the social reality, he also learned more about the 

beliefs and pursuits of the Communists. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OMp0luBvcCw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OMp0luBvcCw


THE DAY OF BECOMING YOU

Jiang Yi is the leader of a popular boyband. Yu Sheng-Sheng is a

reporter working for an entertainment We-media account.

Their lives were not meant to intersect, but an accident results

in the two exchanging bodies on their birthday which happens

to fall on the same day. Caught off guard, they are forced into

many outrageous situations after switching bodies. With only

each other to turn to for support in the days and nights that

follows, Jiang Yi and Yu Sheng-Sheng get to know more about

each other and gradually fall in love.

DIRECTOR WANG ZHENG

45 MINS x 26 EPS

2021 Q2

ROMANCE, 

YOUTH

CAST STEVEN ZHANG, LIANG JIE

SCREENWRITER WANG XIONG-CHENG

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZomAQtf7AQg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZomAQtf7AQg


NEVER SAY GOODBYE

3 years ago, police officer Liu Yuanwen's wrong intel caused the death of

his fianceé, a newly appointed police officer, Rong Yu, in a drug war. The

drug task force member, Rong Yao had a fallout with Liu Yuanwen due to

his sister's death. Disheartened, Liu Yuanwen left the police force and cut

off all contact. For revenge, Rong Yao worked hard for 3 years and got

promoted to the head of the force in Yungang City. In order to crush the

drug cartel Group K and expose the leader, Spectre, the Public Security

Bureau establish Task Force 84, lead by Rong Yao, who wishes to seek

revenge. Unexpectedly, their first task is to support Liu Yuanwen, the

only undercover agent in Group K so that he can get closer to the core of

Group K. The ruthlessness of reality brings these two suffering souls to

work together again. As they get closer to the truth, they find out that

Rong Yu may still be alive.

DIRECTOR YIN FEI, WANG LEI

45 MINS x 47 EPS

2021 Q2

ROMANCE, 

CRIME

CAST REN JIA-LUN, NING CHANG 

SCREENWRITER CHEN XUE, ZHENG DONG-YING, ZHOU HANG 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5rZ-V78Yq8A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5rZ-V78Yq8A



